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Abstract
Micro-manipulators provide tools for researchers to improve workflow in common preclinical
and clinical applications. Following drug delivery injections where drugs did not reach their
target will squander research time, experimental animals and other resources. An ultrasound-
guided robot developed at Robarts Research Institute was revised to implement closed-loop
force feedback to compensate for tissue deformation during micro-interventions. Force sen-
sors can detect puncture events as the needle penetrates tissue membranes, thereby reducing
damage to surrounding tissues by preventing the needle from overshooting its target. Chang-
ing the angle of injection determined that the range of detectable forces during injections into
tissue-mimicking phantoms suggests that sensors accurately measure projection of the needle
force onto the vertical direction and are sensitive to puncture events through relatively thick
(0.15 mm) membranes. Injections into mouse tissue yielded low success rates, suggesting dif-
ferent experimental designs are necessary to provide safer and less traumatic procedures, thus
accelerating preclinical research.
Keywords: Medical robotics, image-guided interventions, small animal imaging, force
feedback, real-time control.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, an ultrasound-guided robot developed at Robarts Research Institute [1, 3] was
revised to implement closed-loop force feedback as a method to compensate for tissue defor-
mation during micro-interventions. Force sensors mounted to the injection needle were used
previously by a group at Stanford University, Elayaperumal et al. [4, 5], to detect punctures
in phantom membranes. We explore the possibility of similar sensors being used underneath
the stage so force feedback can be employed with off-the-shelf needles. The mechatronic con-
trol system, software and user interface, developed in this thesis were designed to be flexible
enough for multiple applications. However, an immunology collaborator called our attention to
the constraints to perform image-guided drug delivery in small animal models. The system was
also influenced by a plan to setup head-to-head comparisons [1] with a commercially available
manual injector that is considered the competitor device to our robotic system.
1.1 General applications for micro-manipulators
Micro-manipulators provide a tool for researchers to improve the workflow in common preclin-
ical and clinical applications. These applications include biopsy, intracardiac and embryonic
injection, drug delivery as well as many others. A short review of these applications will help
demonstrate the need for further research and development in tools used for small scale inter-
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ventions.
1.1.1 Biopsy
It is common to recommend a biopsy for close examination of sample cells when initial tests
suggest abnormalities for an area of tissue. This is especially true in conditions that suggest
cancerous or inflamed tissue. The process involves extracting a sample of cells within the
region of interest, ROI, to determine the presence or degree of a disease under the microscope,
or through chemical testing, by a pathologist. The extraction process is often performed using
a manual manipulator to steadily navigate a spring-loaded needle and collect several samples.
Image guidance is an important factor in locating the extraction ROI in procedures like
prostate biopsy to ensure the correct tissue is sampled. In small animal studies, the ROI is
extremely petite and requires a vast amount of targeting accuracy, introducing the need for
highly skilled operators capable of intensive concentration periods. Furthermore, operators
must compensate for the reduced precision caused by needle deflection and tissue deformation
[6, 7]. Bebek et al. provide an alternative method for performing highly accurate biopsy and
drug delivery in small animals [8]. A comparison to systems with similar applications can be
found towards the end of this section in Table 1.1.
1.1.2 Cardiac
Injecting into the heart of patient is an obsolete technique performed in emergency situation
that was phased out for more desirable methods that are less invasive. However, it is still useful
in preclinical scenarios, as demonstrated by Zhou et al. in a brain metastases study [9]. The
goal of the study was to find a suitable mouse model to mimic the hemodynamic spread of
breast cancer brain metastases. During the study, a manual procedure of intracardiac injections
provided only 50% success rate and the death of a fraction of mice caused by repeated invasive
procedures when prior trials failed. They found the success rate increased to 100% with no
deaths when image guidance was used during the injection process. A key component of
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Figure 1.1: Tissue deformation upon a) pre–injection, dotted line, and b) post–injection using
manual manipulator in a heart targeting experiment of a collaborator’s study. Images provided
by Andrei Bondoc and Adem Hadj Boussaad [1, 2].
this study is that intracardiac injections provided a method to bypass the lung capillary bed
increasing the incidence of forming brain metastases. As demonstrated by the low success rate,
having image guidance provided an increased accuracy when targeting the left ventricle. This
enabled the operators to see the heart move as they attempted to puncture the skin, highlighting
the difficulty due to tissue deformation. We see the same tissue deformation and movement in
an unrelated study by Bondoc et al. [2] during intracardiac injection, Figure 1.1.
1.1.3 Embryonic injection
Close examination of the development and survival of embryos provides valuable information
in genetics. This is especially true when performing microinjection of genetic material into the
embryo [10]. The zebrafish embryo is a widely used model that is responsive to large-scale
forward genetic screens [11] and drug discovery [12]. Conventional microinjection involves an
operator moving the deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, material into the yolk using visual guidance
from optical devices which is prone to various human induced errors.
Micro injectors developed by Xie et al. [13] and Chen et al. [14] are two, of three, robots
reviewed in Table 1.1 that include force feedback for an automated embryonic cell injection.
The microinjection process involves precise control, guided by digital cameras, of two micro
manipulators, one holding the embryonic cell and the other holding genetic material. Their
system designs are specific for injecting into an embryonic cell by using sensors with high
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sensitivity to detect minuscule changes in force that occur on a when a needle is pushed onto
a cell. As seen in similar needle based application, Chen et al. demonstrated that deformation
of cells under needle contact is a common concern and focused on optimizing the injection
process by minimizing the deformation sustained by the embryo.
1.1.4 Drug delivery
In general drug delivery applications, the biggest concern is not delivering the drug successfully
into the target tissue. Manual needle insertion is time consuming and often times cannot reach
the target location because of its limited size. For that reason, it is becoming more common to
use robotic manipulators, such as those developed by Bebek et al. [8] or Waspe et al. [15], to
increase the success rate of performing drug delivery into specific tissue.
Preclinical injection of substances such as contrast agents, experimental drugs or cancer
cells into small-animal models help determine their safety and effectiveness [16]. We can
look at dendritic cell, DC, immunotherapy as a special case of drug delivery. Dendritic-cell
immunotherapy, the stimulation of specific immune responses, is an instrument in the fight
against cancer. Creating DC based cancer vaccines, and injecting into a disease model, make
this process a logical target for anti-cancer therapies and treatments. A large percentage of
DCs are filtered out before they reach the lymph nodes, LNs, making subcutaneous injection an
inadequate method [17]. Researchers have shown interest for intranodal vaccine injection, but
have found it difficult to successfully inject directly into LNs of mice [1]. The commonly used
mouse has relatively small LNs, which require high accuracy for successful microinjections.
During injection therapy it may take weeks to find out drugs did not reach their target and
hundreds of dollars were squandered: accuracy becomes extremely important.
1.1.5 Review of current preclinical robotic systems
It is easy to notice a repetitive theme of requiring highly accurate procedures in the applications
discussed. This is to demonstrate the importance of accuracy in all micro procedures. If we
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Figure 1.2: VisualSonics’ manual manipulator next to mouse stage and ultrasound transducer,
[1].
look at the general case of delicate micro-interventions, we see they are commonly performed
by surgically exposing the target of interest to increase the workspace area prior to an injection
process. Image-guided microsurgeries provide minimally invasive techniques for tight con-
straints but are normally performed freehand [18] or with a manual micromanipulator [19],
such as the one depicted in Figure 1.2. These methods are very cumbersome, requiring plenty
of time for fine adjustments per injection, which further reduces repeatability between opera-
tors. Mechatronic devices enhance the manual dexterity of instrument manipulation and show a
desirable future in image-guided interventions. The use of image-guided robotics for microin-
jection increases the accuracy and precision while decreasing the user dependence compared
to the conventional manual methods.
A number of image-guided mechatronic devices are emerging in the literature [1]. Fur-
thermore, these systems are developed to have automated processes for position control where
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a select few have closed-loop feedback to identify successful injections. Our lab has devel-
oped [15, 20], and improved [1, 3], a three-dimensional ultrasound and computerized tomog-
raphy (micro-CT) guided mechatronic device for preclinical injections. The current revision,
developed in this thesis, has a closed-loop feedback system implemented. A detailed descrip-
tion of our robot can be found in Section 1.2.
Hadj Boussaad et al. [1] recently reviewed the current robotic systems that are used in pre-
clinical studies. An updated version of that review is summarized in Table 1.1. The design of
each robot reviewed in Table 1.1 was influenced by the different imaging modalities and appli-
cations they were going to be used with. For example, using a robot within the bore of a CT or
magnetic resonance imaging, MRI, machine will have strict size and material constraints which
may affect functionality, whereas a robot to be used with ultrasound will introduce portability
and eliminate some of these constraints but reduce the available resolution and contrast. This
trade-off is part of the decision process when designing a robot for particular applications.
Application specificity will be the greatest factor to influence design as general-purpose
devices will typically result in lower performance when executing specialized tasks. Such is
the case for the previous revision of our lab’s robot; it would greatly benefit from real-time
image feedback for our current application. Unfortunately, this would require an expensive
custom design of the imaging system. More specifically, we would need to stream image data
from the scanner in real time, which the VisualSonics system is not capable of doing.
The system described by Bebek et al. [8] has the closest resemblance to our robot, except
that Bebek’s robot lacks the use of imaging modalities. Although our applications are similar,
the key difference in features between the two robots lies within force feedback, motion correc-
tion, image guidance and the needle holder. Bebek demonstrates the feasibility of responding
to force changes for advanced position control and provides a method for motion correction,
which we currently lack. Bebek’s robot is manually set at a target location for an injection,
which is then guided by force sensors attached to the syringe using a custom fitting. On the
contrary, our robot is guided using ultrasound images and a high tolerance needle positioning
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Table 1.1: Mechatronic devices for micro interventions. Updated from [1].
Authors (et al.) Mechanical design Imaging Modality Application Feedback
Matinfar
(2008) [21] Custom stage CT Radiotherapy None
Nicolau
(2007) [22] Industrial robotic arm CT Needle placement None
Waspe
(2007) [20]
Custom parallel four-bar
linkage
CT/
ultrasound Needle placement None
Bax &
Hadj Boussaad
(2014) [1, 3, 23]
Custom spherical linkage
CT/
ultrasound Needle placement None
Hempel
(2003) [24] C-bow and swivel arm MRI/CT Radiotherapy None
Waspe
(2010) [15] Custom stage MRI Focused Ultrasound None
Huang
(2006) [25]
Commercial desktop
robot MRI-PET Biopsy None
Ramrath
(2008) [26]
Custom stereotactic
frame/ goniometric arc N/A Needle placement None
Bebek
(2013) [8]
Custom parallel
gimbal joints N/A Biopsy Force
Goffin
(2013) [27] Industrial robotic arm CT/ stereo camera Needle placement Visual
Xie
(2011) [13] Custom stage
Optical
microscope Embryonic cell microinjection Visual & force
Chen
(2015) [14] Custom stage
Optical
microscope Embryonic cell microinjection Visual & force
Gravett
(2016) [28]
Custom spherical
linkage MRI Needle placement None
system that highly increases targeting accuracy while using a specialized syringe.
1.2 Description of our robot
Robot adapted from Hadj Boussaad [1], has many advanced mechatronic components and
features that provide for its high targeting accuracy and precision. This includes high tolerance
machined parts for smooth motion with no shaft play. We can appreciate the elegant three-
dimensional, 3-D, design of the robot in Figure 1.3. At one end of the main shaft, there is a
manual roll/pitch handle connected to two motors, and two encoders, providing two rotational
degrees of freedom. Developed by Bax et al. [3], the spherical linkages provide for a remote
centre of motion, RCM. Figure 1.4 depicts how the RCM keeps the tip of the needle at the
same position, while adjusting its trajectory. Along the bottom, there are three linear actuators
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Figure 1.3: 3-D Solidworks design for our robot, highlighting individual components, [1].
for X, Y and Z coordinate space motion. At the other end of the main shaft, a high tolerance
needle holder is mounted. The needle holder provides guidance and reduces needle deflection
during the injection process by holding the tip of the needle in place. Attached to the needle
holder is the stepper motor that inserts the needle into the target location. The needle injector
provides the robot’s 6th degree of freedom, four translational and two rotational.
Many concerns arise when developing a device of high complexity, which all come down to
the application requirements. For tissue targeted drug delivery, it is important to constrain the
dimensions of the needle to obtain the best membrane-piercing ability. For example, a needle
of less than 30 gauge (∼ 160µm interior and 315µm exterior diameter) is required in order to
reduce damage during DC delivery into the lymph nodes (1mm3) of mice. Furthermore, the
needle length must be short enough (14mm) to not cause significant needle deflection under
its own weight, which would reduce accuracy. Another concern includes the method used
for detecting the position and orientation of the needle’s bevel tip, which is also subject to
positioning errors due to imaging artifacts [1]. Concerns for the type of needle used provide
constraints in designing a needle holder. It is recommended to use a low dead-volume Hamilton
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Figure 1.4: Composite images of a metal rod, sharpened to a point, rotated around the RCM.
Right photo presents the marginal error for rod tip locations in an enlarged view, [3].
syringe to reduce the valuable amounts of drug that would be lost in the tubing as waste [1].
Our application utilizes the versatility of ultrasound as an imaging modality, but workspace
is restricted by needle length specifications. There is a limited amount of space left in between
the robot’s needle holder and the animal for real-time image feedback from the ultrasound
probe in every application; see Figure 1.5. Therefore, guidance images are only obtained
beforehand, which could introduce positioning errors if the robot or animal were to move be-
tween imaging and injection times. The robot currently outperforms manual injectors in terms
of needle placement accuracy in tissue-mimicking phantoms and by simplifying the workflow
of animal injections [1]. Figure 1.5 illustrates an extremely short needle being used, but a
longer needle may also be used in a different application. This will enlarge the working area
between robot and animal, providing for space where an ultrasound transducer can be placed.
Previously acquired ultrasound images can then be used to choose a target location and instruct
the robot where to go. However, the scanner cannot stream images in real time, due to software
constraints, so if the tissue compresses and/or moves we need an alternative feedback method
in order to create an automated system.
For accurate manipulation of our ultrasound guided injections, it is necessary to calibrate
the robot using fiducial markers in both the robotic and ultrasound fields of view [1]. These
fiducial markers are then mapped together in order to control the robot’s target location using
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Figure 1.5: Our robot prior to intervention. Notice the length of the needle has limited space
between it and any given target.
ultrasound images as a guide. After calibration, the robot can be controlled using a graphical
user interface to move into a specific position.
1.3 Importance of closed-loop systems
Our lab’s current robotic system for microinjections has sufficient targeting accuracy for high
precision, intranodal, i.e., within lymph node, injections (targeting error is 285 ± 94µm [1]),
but lacks a closed-loop feedback. Automated control is heavily restricted without real-time
image guidance, especially in the particular application when the injected tissue has deformed
or moved, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. A method to compensate for this is rotating the needle
during the injection. This have been shown to be successful in reducing tissue deformation [29],
but not entirely eliminating it. However, these methods only compensate for tissue deformation
and neither provide position feedback.
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For this reason, it is necessary to have a closed-loop feedback system that will provide
the robot with a confirmation that it has reached the target tissue and not just the specified
position. This can be achieved through real-time monitoring of forces applied on the injection
needle or using an imaging modality. The ideal method for position feedback is through image
guidance because other methods like force control generally produce a larger positioning error
[30]. Since real-time image-guidance is unavailable in our ultrasound machine, due to space
constraints and manufacturer software restrictions, the next most viable option is the integration
of force control.
1.4 On-off control
Control theory deals with dynamic systems that have inputs which influence the system through
feedback [31], see Figure 1.6 for a block diagram. Open-loop systems, in contrast, are con-
trolled independently from their outputs [32]. A simple example of this is a water boiler that
is turned on with a timer, independent of the water temperature. This is similar to how our
robot currently functions. The user inputs the target destination, and our robot will spin its
motors without confirmation that it has arrived at the desired target. This is the opposite of
a closed-loop system where the controller action depends on system outputs that are used as
feedback signals. It is necessary to detect outputs of the system in order to issue an appropriate
response. This process of detecting and responding is repeated for as long as the system is
enabled, unless another stop parameter is specified.
One of the most simple and well known controllers is a hysteresis controller, also known
as on-off or bang-bang control. This controller switches between two states to maintain the
system [33]. A common example is a residential thermostat. There will be a temperature
sensor nearby that will turn the thermostat on (bang) if it falls below a set value, and turns it
off (bang) after the temperature rises above another set value. Bang-bang control will keep the
temperature in between the two set values, but will also allow the temperature to vary freely
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Figure 1.6: Block diagram of closed-loop control system.
Figure 1.7: Fluctuating room temperature between high limit (red) and low limit (blue) for a
bang-bang controlled thermostat.
between these limits; see Figure 1.7.
There are important components to investigate when designing a hysteresis control system.
The position of sensors will delegate what you are exactly sampling, in the furnace example,
we want the average temperature of the room, not the temperature of only one corner. The
sensor should be placed away from external factors such as open windows or hot computers
which may trigger false positive readings of the average room temperature. Refer to 2.1 for
the sensor position in our experiment. Low sample rate and feedback delay are also important
performance factors because having the furnace off or on too long could cause the temperature
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to continue to drift. For systems with only one limiting value, such as the preheat temperature
of an oven, it should be a value that is within feasible range of the system. Otherwise, this may
translate to the system not engaging or disengaging. The sensitive range of a sensor will play a
role in the accuracy of the system responding to subtle changes in temperature.
1.5 Proposed force feedback system
In this thesis, we investigate how to implement a force feedback on-off controller to our robot’s
design. In order to determine if our robot has reached the target tissue, we will monitor the
number of sudden force drops when the needle is injected through a membrane. If the size
of the force drop is greater than a set limit, it will tell the robot to stop injecting the needle,
otherwise it will keep going. It will be important to determine the appropriate range for this
detection limit to prevent false positives. The controller must be sensitive enough not to miss a
given force signal as the forces may vary freely.
In the event of a puncture, the elastic membrane will suddenly stop exerting a resistive
force. If the resistive force is monitored throughout the injection, there will be a sharp drop
in axial force at the moment it pierces through the membrane [7, 34, 35]. The amount of
force required to penetrate a membrane is referred to as stiffness. Stiffness will also vary
when penetrating less elastic tissues, like skin, compared to soft tissue within the animal. This
will require the controller to be robust and adjustable enough to deal with a variable level of
stiffness.
According to Newton’s law, the tissue penetration force will equal the force applied on the
sensor when in direct contact. Biological materials exhibit viscoelastic properties which will
provide an elastic resistance when a needle comes into contact [36]. The elastic resistance
will increase as the force applied increases. One can measure the applied force using load
cell force sensors placed behind the needle [37–39]. Elayaperumal et al. discussed how this
force signal can be used to detect when the needle will pass through consecutive layers of skin.
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Figure 1.8: Before puncture (left) and after puncture (right) of the surface of a membrane.
Furthermore, it was demonstrated that having sensors built directly into a 18 gauge needle
tip, as opposed to having sensors at the base of the needle, would show events of membrane
contact and puncture more clearly [4, 5]. It is necessary to determine when the needle passes
into a given target structure for the robot to accurately perform micro-injections in vivo when
real-time image guidance is unavailable. Thus, providing a method for compensating for tissue
movement and deformation. We will demonstrate the use of sensors being placed underneath
a phantom to detect smaller forces indirectly using a 30 gauge needle. Details of the injection
control process can be found in Section 2.2.4.
1.6 Force sensors
Forces are measured using mechanical or electronic force gauges across a variety of applica-
tions. We have an existing electronic motor controller to interface the robot which requires
us to use an electronic solution for measuring force. The force sensors found in [4] are based
on fiber Bragg gratings, FBG, lighting technology which could work with our control sys-
tem. However, the FBG sensors used were built directly into a needle which introduces a few
concerns.
A FBG sits within a short segment of optical fiber and will reflect particular wavelengths of
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light while transmitting others. This allows FBGs to be sensitive to strain, but also to tempera-
ture which will require compensation for consistent measurements [40]. To detect forces acting
on a needle, the optical fiber will need to be inserted within the needle. This may become costly
to implement due to the custom construction and proprietary optic system required. Another
problem is that this requires a larger needle gauge in order to fit, larger than optimal for our
application. Therefore, we must look to alternative options for measuring force.
A variety of electronic load cells are commonly used in similar application including force-
sensing resistors, FSRs, and piezoelectric force sensors. For their low cost, thin size and shock
resistance, FSRs are a cheap solution commonly used in larger scale applications [41, 42].
However, their main drawback is their low precision. Piezoelectric sensors have two layers of
crystals compressing around an electrode foil which provide a much higher degree of precision.
These sensors are often found in high end micro robotics, especially where space is the biggest
constraint [13].
Piezoelectric load cells operate by generating an electric charge that is directly propor-
tional to the compressive forces applied onto the crystals. The piezoelectric effect is dynamic
and will only output an impulse, this means that the voltage output is only useful when the
strain changes, not for static measurements [43]. A charge amplifier can be used to convert the
electric charge to a proportional voltage which will last much longer if needed. Accompanied
with the charge amplifier, users can choose load cells from a wide range of operational forces,
hundreds of kilonewton to only a few newton, with the same signal-to-noise ratio, SNR. Piezo-
electric sensors are a great solution to use for our application because of the generally high level
of sensitivity, SNR and compact size as demonstrated in [14]. Unfortunately, semiconductor
sensors have a few drawbacks.
Semiconductor gauges are fragile, temperature sensitive and can be expensive. Alterna-
tive options include the more popular strain gauge load cell, often found in household weight
scales. Strain gauge load cells can have a high level of sensitivity and resolution, seen in [38],
they are also a low cost solution easy to implement into any system. A strain gauge is a type of
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transducer that converts strain into a change in resistance. Wheatstone bridge circuits will then
convert changes in resistance into a voltage that can be measured. This type of load cell is a
passive sensor which requires external power, typically 3V to 15V, to provide an excitation sig-
nal for a signal output close to 1mV/V [44]. This low signal output needs to be passed through
instrumentation amplifiers, although, in some cases, analog-to-digital converters, ADCs, with
internal amplifiers can accept the low-voltage signals directly. Strain gauge sensor outputs are
often linearly proportional to the input forces, but it is a good idea to confirm this with a few
sample readings. Strain gauge sensors are our choice for a low cost, easily accessible solution
that satisfies our application requirements.
1.7 Digital filtering
Signals from sensors or amplifiers may introduce unwanted noise that must be filtered before
analysis. Filtering may be achieved in hardware, through analog or digital circuits, in software
or both. Signal analysis may be performed in the frequency or time domain to determine
which range of frequencies must be attenuated and then entered as parameters into software
like MATLAB for filter design. The type of filtering to be implemented also depends on the
filter’s impulse response. The system’s reaction to a short pulse of energy, a Dirac pulse, is the
impulse response of a system. For the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to the general case
of filters as low-pass filters which only permit frequencies below a cut-off frequency, fc.
Digital filters can be classified based on their impulse response. There are finite impulse
response, FIR, filters, which have an impulse response that decays to zero in finite time, and
infinite impulse response, IIR, filters which, on the contrary, will continue to settle indefinitely.
A filter’s impulse response may be causal, depending on past and present inputs only, or non-
causal, depending also on future inputs. FIR and IIR filters can be used for real-time filtering,
without all data acquired, as long as their impulse responses are causal [45]. If the application
is sensitive to phase distortion, which produces variations in the shape of the input waveform,
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Figure 1.9: Example time delay from IIR filtering. Blue, real-time data. Red, real-time filter
causes delay. Green, processed oﬄine using a non-causal filter to remove delay. Generated
using MATLAB command openExample(’signal/FilterIntroductionExample’).
then it is recommended to use FIR filters. Recall that a phase shift in the frequency domain
translates to a delay in the time domain. FIR filters can have a specific linear phase response,
even zero phase shift. The phase response of IIR filters is not so convenient; they have a non-
linear phase response, causing the greatest phase distortion near the pass band edges, especially
in real-time filtering, see Figure 1.9. The generic digital IIR filter can be described by the
difference equation, Equation 1.1 [46], to show how the output signal, y(n), is related to the
input signal, x(n).
Q∑
j=0
a jy[n − j] =
P∑
i=0
bix[n − i] (1.1)
We can see here that the feedforward and feedback filter order numbers, P and Q respectively,
play an important role in determining the impulse response and are equal to the number of zeros
and poles, respectively in the transfer function of the filter. Variables bi and ai are feedforward
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and feedback coefficients, respectively, and can be calculated with filter order and cut-off fre-
quency input arguments in MATLAB’s filter design functions. Considering that in most IIR
filters designs the coefficients are normalized so a0 is equal to 1, we can take the Z-transform
and use the time-shift property to obtain the traditional IIR filter transfer function in Equation
1.2 [46].
H(z) =
∑P
i=0 biz
−i
1 +
∑Q
j=1 a jz
− j (1.2)
An example of a low-pass IIR filter with three poles in its transfer function will have a filter
feedback order (Q) of three. In general, the more poles used in the filter design, the shorter
the transition band of the filter. The ideal filter will have an infinitely large order number and
thus the shortest possible transition band. However, the larger the order number, the more
computations are required for any filter. Typically, FIR filters require a much larger order
than IIR filters for the same given specifications, which will use much more random access
memory, RAM. This may not be an issue for oﬄine filtering using a computer, but more so on
real-time systems that have much less memory such as microcontrollers. Another advantage
to IIR filters is that they can introduce less delay to the output signal than FIR filters with a
comparable magnitude response. This delay can be critical in feedback systems because the
delay in the feedback loop may cause instability. For the advantages of real-time filtering, less
RAM and computational power usage, we chose to use an IIR filter for our application.
A brief analysis of a typical IIR low-pass filter magnitude frequency response, Figure 1.10,
will help demonstrate the importance of filter choices in Section 2.2.1. The pass band is the
allowed range of frequencies up to fc, where the transition band begins until fs. After fs, the
stop band begins and blocks higher frequencies. Amax defines the magnitude of the largest side
lobe in the stop band relative to the pass band gain, Apass. The width of the transition band
can be thought of as proportional to the response time for the filter [46]. One thing to notice
from Figure 1.10 is the ripples, which are only present in certain filters and are defined by the
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Figure 1.10: Frequency response of an IIR low-pass filter identifying pass band, transition band
and stop band.
Table 1.2: Comparison of IIR filters response time, ripple, magnitude and order.
Filter Transition Band Pass Band Stop Band N
Butterworth Wide Flat Flat High
Chebyshev I Narrow Ripple Flat Medium
Chebyshev II Narrow Flat Ripple Medium
Elliptical Narrow Some ripple Some ripple Low
Bessel Wide Flat Flat High
magnitude .
There are many different types of IIR filters including Butterworth, Chebyshev I and II,
elliptical and Bessel. Table 1.2 is a summarized table for the characteristics of different filters.
Take specific notice of the transition band and filter order. Refer to methods section, Figure
2.7, for frequency response curves.
1.8 Thesis objectives
The overall goal of this thesis is to develop a closed-loop control system for our ultrasound
guided mechatronic micromanipulator to prepare it for small animal preclinical studies. The
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planned approach to achieving this goal will focus on three objectives, described as follows. (1)
Develop a force feedback apparatus to detect membrane punctures during tissue deformation.
Preference is towards an add-on feedback system as opposed to redesigning the current robot
assembly to retain syringe compatibility and reduce cost. (2) Study the effects of signal filters
and injection angles on detectable forces in phantom experiments. There must be minimization
of overshoot past the target location to minimize damage to the target and surrounding tissue.
(3) Perform a proof-of-concept injection into real tissue.
1.9 Thesis outline
This thesis is broken down into multiple sections and follows a monograph format. A short
summary of each section is presented here.
1.9.1 Chapter 2: Methods
The physical layout and construction of components used to develop a sensing platform is pre-
sented with a description of procedures followed. The considerations for filter design are dis-
cussed along with the communication devices used. A procedure for calibrating the force sen-
sor signals and the injection technique are also discussed. The process for a proof-of-concept
study is presented followed by a description of methods used to study the angle dependence of
forces measured in tissue-mimicking phantoms and to test the effectiveness of the system for
controlling injections into mouse tissues.
1.9.2 Chapter 3: Results
Calibration results demonstrate the linearity of the sensor output and enabled the output volt-
age to be converted into more physically meaningful units, newtons. A fourth-order low-pass
elliptical filter (a cut-off frequency of 63Hz) was used for low computational demand and mini-
mal time delay between acquired and processed signals. Proof-of-concept study results suggest
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a redesigned sensing platform for added weight. Angle dependant phantom study results de-
termined that the range of detectable forces during injections into tissue-mimicking phantoms
suggest that sensors accurately measure projection of the needle force onto the vertical direc-
tion and are sensitive to puncture events through relatively thick (0.15mm) membranes. Injec-
tions into mouse tissue yielded low success rates, suggesting different experimental designs are
necessary.
1.9.3 Chapter 4: Discussion and Conclusions
Various alterations for filter and experimental designs are discussed to improve results in future
experiments. Results from the angle dependence and mouse tissue studies are explained with
suggested improvements. The future work subsection presents details for alternative filtering
techniques and suggestions for studying needle positioning overshoot, the effects of bevel tip
orientation on force feedback, injections into multilayered phantoms and methods to quantify
tissue damage caused by the needle. This section concludes the thesis and all information
presented within it.
Chapter 2
Methods
In order to demonstrate the general concept of our experimental setup, a workflow block dia-
gram was composed in Figure 2.1. VisualSonics’ Vevo 2100 provides tissue localization using
high-frequency ultrasound imaging. Our robot’s coordinate space is registered to the ultra-
sound coordinate space using fiducial markers and techniques described in [1]. The robot then
proceeds to inject the needle by taking incremental steps in the axial direction towards the tar-
get location while monitoring for force peaks. If no peaks are detected, the robot continues to
insert the needle. Once a peak is detected, our robot will stop inserting the needle and prompt
the user for instructions. In this chapter we will describe further the materials and methods
used to develop the feedback control for our system.
2.1 Experimental setup
To understand how the system detects whether a needle has passed through a layer of tissue
membrane, it is important to review fundamental force vectors. The force sensor acts as a lever
where the fulcrum and one other anchor point are mounted to a solid base. There is space
between the sensor and the base to allow the sensor to slightly bend under applied forces. This
bending causes strain on a load cell that is translated to a measurable voltage. The sensing
platform is securely mounted to the sensors, so only vertical forces are detectable in this orien-
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Figure 2.1: Workflow block diagram, highlighting the control feedback loop.
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tation. The injection angle might not always be normal to the surface, therefore we investigate
the system’s performance at different measurable angles in Section 2.4.
The axial force applied by the needle on the target surface pushes down on the sensing plat-
form, placing strain on the sensors, to produce a signal. The vertical component vectors must
transverse through different materials where a limited fraction will be attenuated or translated
to horizontal forces due to viscoelastic properties. Horizontal forces are not detectable using
this experimental setup, but our interests remain in the vertical components as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. The vertical component of applied force vector can described using the sine law,
denoted in Equation 2.1:
∣∣∣FNeedley∣∣∣ = sin θ × FNeedle (2.1)
where y is the vertical axis and θ is the injection angle relative to the target surface. The vertical
forces are distributed to the four corners of the sensing platform where they are measured using
four strain gauge sensors. This serves as an indirect method for sensing forces applied by the
needle tip.
Mouse beds are commonly used in preclinical research environments, see Figure 2.3 a). It is
ideal to use a mouse bed as many beds already contains electrocardiography, ECG, electrodes
and heating elements to maintain the animal’s body temperature under anesthesia. The 3-
D Solidworks renderings in Figure 2.3 b)–c) illustrate the use of a mouse bed as a sensing
platform. However, the final construction has the mouse bed sitting on top of a wooden sensing
platform to increase compatibility between phantom and animal injections.
The force sensors are mounted on a rigid base platform as shown in Figure 2.2. It is
preferred that a metal platform base is used for extra weight, but the final constructed design
provided a lower cost solution. Multiple layers of medium-density fibreboard, MDF, were
constructed into a base to have similar rigidity and stability properties as a metal base would.
The extra weight from multiple layers of MDF will help to reduce internal vibrations, see
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Figure 2.2: Side view of a simplified force-detection model. Vertical force will transverse
throughout material and be detected by the sensors placed underneath.
Figure 2.3: a) Robotic intervention with mouse on mouse bed [1] , b) 3-D Solidworks rendering
of mouse bed (VisualSonics part number 11503), and c) 3-D Solidworks rendering of sensors
placed underneath mouse bed for a balanced support.
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Figure 2.4: Force sensors and analog-to-digital converter mounted to the wooden base. The
platform was designed with layers of MDF wood for extra weight and stability while maintain-
ing a low cost assembly.
Figure 2.4 a) and b). The sensing platform, also MDF wood, is mounted over the sensors, not
shown in photos, to provide a uniform surface for compatibility between phantom and animal
injections. In order to reduce external vibrations, stiff rubber pads were attached underneath
the base platform.
In the system testing experiments for this thesis, injections were performed into tissue-
mimicking phantoms made of agar-agar, which provides a moderately stiff surface to allow
a phantom to be reused for multiple injection sites in close proximity. Preparation of agar
phantoms require 0.5% weight-to-volume of agar-agar powder to be mixed well with boiling
water for 10min. The mixture is prepared externally in a beaker over a hot plate and then poured
into the phantom holders to cool and set. Phantoms used in the preliminary proof-of-concept
studies, Section 2.3, were made with gelatin using the same method as for agar phantoms.
The agar and gelatin phantoms used have quasisolid properties, which require a container
to hold them in place. Our phantom holder, Figure 2.5 a), is 3-D printed in high resolution
with cones for accuracy measurements described by our lab in previous targeting studies [1].
The area between cones is filled with the same phantom material that is placed over a latex
sheet, thus embedding a thin membrane within gel. This phantom holder was used for visual
confirmation that the needle has penetrated the latex sheet, as described in Section 2.3. The
target location in this phantom is the virtual centre between two cone vertices. The gel’s acous-
tic properties allow for ultrasound images to localize the latex sheet and targeting cones, see
Figure 2.5 c).
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Figure 2.5: a) Solidworks 3-D model of phantom holder, b) concept demonstration using one
sensor, described in Section 2.3, and c) ultrasound image of targeting cones.
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Figure 2.6: Agar gel in a phantom container covered and glued to a 0.15mm thick latex sheet.
Container is glued to sensing platform to prevent movement. 30 gauge needle is positioned
above the tissue mimicking phantom. Red and black marks indicate sites of previous injections.
For repetitive test injections through a membrane to test the ability of the force feedback
system to detect membrane punctures, there is no need for targeting cones and, consequently,
no need for ultrasound guidance. To perform multiple injection studies, a simpler phantom
container was used. Agar gel was placed into a stiff container (cup or jar) and covered with
the membrane-mimicking material over top, which was a 0.15mm thick latex sheet. Figure 2.6
illustrates the latex sheet, used in proof-of-concept study, hot-glued to the edges of the con-
tainer to prevent movement and maintain a moderately uniform surface tension. Confirmation
of needle penetration was provided visually and by an audible pop at the event of the membrane
puncture.
2.2 Technical details
2.2.1 Designing a filter
Acquired data were filtered to eliminate noise and isolate the force signal peak corresponding to
a membrane puncture. The biggest concern for isolating the signal peak was a fast response in
order to quickly stop the robot from overshooting its target. Digital filtering is performed on a
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Figure 2.7: Frequency response curves of a few low-pass IIR filters, with the approximation
improving as order increases: Butterworth, Chebyshev I, Chebyshev II and elliptic.
microcontroller in real time using a low order IIR low-pass filter. This will reduce the amount of
memory and computations required from the microcontroller for each reading obtained. From
the frequency response curves of various low-pass IIR filters, Figure 2.7, the ideal choices are
between Butterworth and elliptic filters. A Butterworth filter provides a smooth transition band
and low ripple in the pass and stop bands at the cost of a higher order number. Elliptic filters
achieve a similar response at lower filter order with a narrower transition band and equalized
ripple (equiripple) behaviour before and after the transition band.
To determine what order and cut-off frequency to use, an oﬄine comparison of two low-
pass filters designs, Butterworth and elliptic, was performed. Signals from multiple injections
were obtained at a 2kHz sampling frequency. A MATLAB script was used to feed individ-
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ual samples of each signal into a growing array to simulate real-time filtering onboard the
microcontroller. The script then looped to allow filter parameters, order number and cut-off
frequency, to be changed, graphing the filtered signal as it proceeded. Filter coefficients were
calculated in MATLAB for each combination of filter parameters using the butter() and ellip()
functions. For each chosen order number and cut off frequency in the filtered signal graphs,
Figure 3.4, we analyzed the time delay from events in the raw signal to the filtered signal.
Furthermore, we compared the amount of ripple present in the filtered signals with preference
towards minuscule ripples that will reduce spurious event detection. Given the trade-offs of
each filter parameter, we choose to use a fourth-order elliptic filter with a cut-off frequency of
63Hz for the force feedback system. Results of this test are reported in Section 3.2.
The filtering process is performed twice during acquisition within the microcontroller’s
software. The controller software acquires values of each sensor from the ADC, and places
them in separate channels for each sensor. Each channel is then filtered for the first time
through a median filter, array size 9. The controller uses coefficients from MATLAB, described
above, to compute Equation 1.1 and filter, for the second time, each channel using a low-pass
filter. This data is then fed into a peak detection algorithm, described in Section 2.2.4.
2.2.2 Communication
Figure 2.8 illustrates the sensing mechanism of the strain gauge sensor system. Early concept
studies were performed on a PcDuino mini computer using a variety of custom scripts for ac-
cess to the onboard 12-bit ADC chip, whose sampling frequency was 20Hz. The most recent
experimental setup acquires signals as 24-bit samples with TI’s ADS1248 analog-to-digital
converter (0.1g resolution at 2kHz sampling frequency) on an Arduino Mega 2560 (16MHz
clock speed) microcontroller board. Communication between the Arduino and the ADC is
over the serial peripheral interface bus using the open source library provided by GitHub user
Flydroid [47]. The library was verified to communicate with the ADC according to the speci-
fications outlined in the datasheet provided by manufacturer. The serial bus is interconnected
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Figure 2.8: Sensing mechanism of the strain gauge sensor system.
with custom adapters for a high-speed long-distance CAT6e cable that runs between the inter-
vention workspace and the Arduino. Communication between the Arduino and MATLAB is
performed serially through a universal serial bus, USB, interface.
The four strain gauge load cells (BQLZR’s N04451) will maintain linearity up to 1kg,
demonstrated in Section 3.1, outputting 1.0 ± 0.15mV/V. There is an integrated Wheatstone
bridge therefore temperature compensation works between 15–71◦C according to the datasheet.
The load cells are powered using the ADC’s onboard excitation pins (3.3V). The stepper motor,
AM1524, that moves the needle forward is driven using a Big Easy Driver control board and
the AccelStepper library.
2.2.3 Calibrating sensors
The output voltage produced by the strain gauges was measured in response to applied masses
ranging from 0g to 980g in order to verify the linearity of the strain gauges. Masses were
measured on a Smart Weigh TOP2KG digital scale, 2kg range with 0.1g resolution. The voltage
output was plotted against the applied mass to determine if the values stay linearly proportional
up to the specified 1kg limit. The root-mean-square error, RMSE, will provide the average
difference between sampled values and the best-fit line to give us an understanding of how
well the line fits, and the error to expect when converting units using Equations 2.2–2.4. The
resulting linearity graph for these sensors can be found in Section 3.1.
Before each experiment, the controller requires a quick calibration. One must perform a
quick calibration of the fragile sensors to ensure they have not been damage since the last
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procedure. This calibration process uses two known masses. The first mass is placed on the
centre of the sensing platform, within a marked region, and the user enters the weight of the
first mass on-screen and selects “Measure 1”. The system then automatically reads sensor
values multiple times and generates an average. This is repeated with the second mass in place
of the first to obtain a linear scaling factor from the slope of the voltage vs. weight graph. The
scaling factor is then be applied to all voltage signals acquired during that injection session.
Alternatively, the user could use one mass if preferred and enter zero for the first measurement.
If calibration is done correctly, the user can place any mass on the sensing platform and read
its weight using the “Test” button on the controller’s graphical user interface, GUI.
The calculations performed during the calibration process to evaluate the slope, m [mN/V],
y-intercept, b [mN], and force, F [mN], are outlined in Equations 2.2 through 2.4 below. S is
the known sample weight [mN] and V is the measured voltage [V].
m =
S 2 − S 1
V2avg − V1avg (2.2)
b = S 1 − m × V1avg (2.3)
F = m × V + b (2.4)
2.2.4 Injection techniques
Following the workflow block diagram in Figure 2.1, the injection process is described as
follows. The user initiates the injection process using on-screen instructions in the robot’s
control software GUI. The MATLAB controller then feeds readings from each force sensor
into a threshold-based peak detection algorithm described below. If the algorithm permits, our
robot will attempt to move the needle 15.5 ± 1.1µm towards the target location in the axial
direction, the step size is an adjustable multiple of 1.9 ± 1.1µm. Step sizes were measured by
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telling the robot to move 500 steps forward, measuring the travel distance with a micrometer
and dividing it by the number of steps taken. This was repeated 10 times to obtain a mean and
standard deviation. The injection should be performed with the sharp bevel tip facing down.
Again, readings are fed into the detection algorithm and the process repeats until the algorithm
detects a force peak in the recent readings from an individual sensor.
Filtered force sensor voltage readings are converted to millinewton units, using Equations
2.2–2.4, and placed into the following peak detection algorithm. Values are entered serially
into a ring buffer, B, of user specified size N where {N = 2m,m ∈ Z}, default size is 6. Two
averages are calculated and compared. First, the most recent half of readings in the ring buffer
are averaged. Second, the older half of readings within the ring buffer are averaged. The
absolute difference between averages of the old and new readings in the ring buffer is defined
as ∆Favg.
∆Favg =
2
N
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0 ≤ i < N2
Bi −
∑
N
2 ≤ j < N
B j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.5)
The ∆Favg signal is evaluated for each of the sensors independently and plotted immediately
for visualization of data. If the current ∆Favg sample for any sensor is found to be greater or
equal to the user-specified stopping criterion, a force peak is detected and the needle is stopped
from moving. The default value of the stopping criterion is 50mN.
The injection process is very quick and seems continuous to the naked eye. Once a peak has
been identified, our robot is told to wait and the user is prompted for the next action. Choices
include: ignoring the last peak (false positive) or completing the intervention and retracting the
needle out of the injection site. Calculations are evaluated in real time in between motor steps
to prevent overshoot. Example plots from the GUI comparing sensor values to recent delta
force can be found in Section 2.3.
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2.3 Proof-of-concept experiment design
To thoroughly test our control system, it is necessary to confirm proper force peak detection
occurs at the appropriate time. A proof-of-concept study was implemented to provide informa-
tion for areas of improvement in the second stage of the development process. The proof-of-
concept experiment was performed with the VisualSonics manual injector and the Vevo 2100
ultrasound machine to simplify workflow and acquire visual confirmation. The phantom used,
Figure 2.5, provides specific target locations between pairs of cones. To simplify the work
flow, only one force sensor was used for data acquisition, see Figure 2.5. The procedure for
identifying force peaks with ultrasound visual feedback is described in further detail as follows.
Step 1: Use the ultrasound image to locate the virtual centre between two cone vertices.
Step 2: Approach target with needle using the manual manipulator. Synchronize system clocks
to the nearest second and measure the angle of the needle above the latex sheet.
Step 3: Start signal acquisition on controller. Measure baseline force sensor readings for at
least ten seconds, then start recording ultrasound images in B-mode.
Step 4: Tap needle multiple times on the embedded phantom membrane to confirm there is an
observable force signal.
Step 5: Begin inserting the needle at microscopic increments while watching the force read-
ings increase.
Step 6: Continue to insert the needle until the membrane is penetrated; note the time stamp.
Step 7: Stop acquisition. Analyse force data. If there is a dramatic change in signal, enter the
size of peak, relative to baseline, into the detection algorithm as a stopping criterion.
Step 8: Repeat the injection process between two different cone vertices, with the detection
algorithm enabled.
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Step 9: Visually confirm that the needle had successfully penetrated the membrane at the mo-
ment indicated by the force data. Ensure there were no false positive results by cross
referencing time stamps.
This procedure was repeated across a range of injection angles measured in an ultrasound field
of view to confirm detectable force range. For results and example data see Section 3.3.
During this stage of the development process, it was beneficial to switch from the mini
computer based system, the PcDuino, to a microcontroller. The PcDuino uses a built-in ADC
for data acquisition and the system does not run in real-time. Unfortunately, the nature of
non-real-time systems and low-end, onboard ADCs means the speed, signal-to-noise ratio,
SNR, and signal resolution may greatly suffer. It is extremely important for frequent, equal
temporally-spaced measurements to be acquired to not miss a force peak. The PcDuino runs
on a proprietary system architecture, which means there is limited software support and many
custom scripts need to be written for standard data acquisition tasks on a Linux operating
system. Instead, we switched to an Arduino microcontroller combined with a high-end ex-
ternal ADC (TI’s ADS1248) that enabled access to various open-source libraries to speed up
the development process. With the added benefit of using a more common, easy to use, Ar-
duino microcontroller, our compatibility with MATLAB software increased as well. Within
a short time period, methods originally developed on the PcDuino’s Linux based operating
system were translated to a Windows 7-based environment, which improved the efficiency of
programming the Arduino.
2.4 Angle dependence of force during robotic injection
techniques
Once the control system had been thoroughly tested and appropriate stopping criterion values
had been determined, we performed a study using our robotic manipulator without ultrasound
feedback. The RCM robot from Bax et al. [3] that was adopted for our application can perform
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injections at a variable range of angles. However, because our control system is only capable
of sensing vertical forces, it is important to determine the range of injection angles that are
detectable.
Due to the size and shape of the phantom used in the proof-of-concept study, there was
more surface tension around cone vertices and container edges. Instead, a simpler agar phan-
tom described in Section 2.1 and Figure 2.6, was used for repetitive injections within close
proximity to provide a larger workspace area and a moderately uniform surface tension. This
phantom was large enough to permit the user to see the moment of membrane penetration with
the naked eye, accompanied by acoustic confirmation as the latex sheet was punctured.
Following similar methods from the preliminary studies, angles were measured using a
protractor during eighty injection events, where the phantom surface is 0◦. The robot’s needle
was placed over the phantom at an angle close to the normal to the membrane, 90◦, then inserted
while recording force readings. The maximum detected force, relative to the baseline reading,
occurring at the event of penetration, was plotted against the angle of injection used. Injections
were repeated four times for each of 20 different angles , from ∼ 20◦ to ∼ 85◦ with increments
of ∼ 4◦, in different injection sites. A sinusoidal function with inflection points at injection
angles of 0◦ and 90◦ was fitted to the maximum force data, see Section 3.4 for results. Since
the measured forces, FNeedley, are only from vertical loads, the angle-corrected magnitude of
the force applied by the needle, FNeedle, was estimated using Equation 2.1.
2.5 Injection process into murine tissue
As the tissue stiffness will vary when penetrating different soft tissues within an animal, the
controller must be robust enough to deal with variable levels of stiffness. Thus, success / failure
injection trials were performed on murine tissue to test the feasibility of the system working
with an animal model. Targets included the chest cavity, intestinal organs, and, as a follow-
up to experiments by Hadj Boussaad [1], excised lymph nodes were targeted for intranodal
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Figure 2.9: Experimental setup for mouse injection. Stage is too low, so a plastic box was put
in place for added height.
injection.
The mouse used in this trial, a 5 month old C57BL/6 male mouse, was provided as a surplus
from Holdsworth lab and was euthanized prior to intervention. The subject was placed on a
box over the sensing platform to provide extra height between systems and was secured with
tape to reduce movement, see Figure 2.9. The robot was then guided to inject through the
chest wall into the chest cavity and then through the abdominal wall into the intestinal region.
After multiple penetrations, the animal was removed from the platform and had one of its left
inguinal LNs excised. While remaining still attached to skin, the LN was placed on a slab of
agar gel and put on the sensing platform. The slab of agar gel provides for a soft and transparent
material to prevent the needle tip from getting bent when hitting a hard surface and to visually
verify if the needle tip had passed through the skin. The robot repeated the insertion process
multiple times in different locations on the LN before the tissue was too damaged for further
injections. Observations from these trials are discussed further in Section 3.5
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Results
3.1 Sensor linearity
Using 8 different weights, we obtained Figure 3.1, which shows the linearity of the sensors.
The sensor’s voltage stays linearly proportional to the weight applied for the given sensor
excitation voltage, 5V. Fitting a linear regression model resulted in R2 = 0.994. Each weight
was measured five times for three seconds, which was enough time to settle any vibrations from
movement. The variance between measurements of the same weight are all less than 35mV.
The linearity of these sensors suggests they will respond with the expected (linear) range of
values, 0V–5V, for masses under 1kg. This is especially important for valid unit conversion,
from volts to newtons, in Equation 2.4.
3.2 Comparing filters
A comparison of Butterworth-filtered and elliptically filtered signals, using different filter or-
ders and with different cut-off frequencies, to a raw (unfiltered) signal puncture, Figure 3.2,
highlights the filters’ effects on smoothness and time delays. In the example shown in the fig-
ure, the raw signal is plotted over an interval from about 16ms before a membrane puncture
to about 44ms after the puncture event, which corresponds to the step decrease in the raw sig-
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Figure 3.1: Confirming linearity of the N04451 sensor using 8 different known masses, (0g,
150g, 260g, 380g, 520g, 630g, 810g, 980g), and an excitation voltage of 5V. Linear regression
model was fitted with R2 = 0.994 and RMSE = 93mV.
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nal at t ≈ 9.552s. The raw signal was post–processed in MATLAB with the low-pass filter
functions ellip() and butter(). The passband ripple and stopband attenuation input parame-
ters for the ellip() function were adjusted to obtain comparable time-domain oscillations in the
Butterworth-filtered and elliptically filtered signals. The response time to the puncture is the
biggest difference between the outputs of the Butterworth and elliptical filters. Figure 3.2 il-
lustrates the time delay from the puncture event, indicated by the black dashed line through the
“Raw Signal”, to the moments the filtered signals decrease by at least 50mN between consecu-
tive samples acquired at 2kHz (recall that a 50mN/sample change in the measured force is the
stopping criterion for an injection). A closer view of the individual samples for each filter are
shown in Figure 3.3. The blue dashed line indicates that the elliptically filtered signal exhibits
a signal drop of ≥ 50mN/sample within 2.3ms of the puncture event. Before the blue dashed
line, the signal varies less than 50mN between consecutive elliptical filter samples. On the
other hand, the red dashed line indicates that the Butterworth-filtered signal has a longer time
delay of 5.8ms to detect the drop in force. The time delay is crucial during applications where
the injection target is small enough that the slightest overshoot will cause a failed injection. It
may be possible that there were membrane vibration detected in the raw signal of this example,
removed in the filtered signals, which were caused by the relatively large needle gauge during
the puncture event.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the effect of varying the cut-off frequency and the filter order number
on the time-domain step responses of both the Butterworth and elliptical filters. The darker
the line is in the figure, the higher the order of the filter. Higher order filters require greater
computational memory; however, sharp changes in force produce noisy-appearing oscillations
in the output signals of lower order filters. To balance the extremes of both cases, a fourth-order
filter was selected for our application. The right column of Figure 3.4 demonstrates the effects
of varying the cut-off frequency. Signals filtered with high cut-off frequencies, shown as blue
lines, exhibit sharp transitions because the majority of frequency components pass through the
filter without attenuation; however, unsmooth signals can result. Signals filtered with lower
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of output signals from elliptical (blue signal) and Butterworth (red)
low-pass filters (fourth order with 63Hz cut-off frequency) to an unfiltered raw signal (black)
sampled at 2kHz, illustrating the time delay to puncture event detection using the two filters.
Injection was performed with a continuous motion using a 26 gauge needle on a 0.15mm latex
sheet.
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Figure 3.3: Close-up of the individual filter samples to highlight the drop in signal at the
puncture event during a comparison of filters.
cut-off frequencies, shown as red lines, result in larger time delays to detect puncture events.
To balance these trade-offs, we used a fourth-order elliptic filter with a cut-off frequency of
63Hz, which output the signals shown as green lines.
3.3 Proof-of-concept experiments
The goal of the preliminary study was to visually confirm that peaks in the ∆Favg signal, Equa-
tion 2.5, corresponded to membrane punctures in phantoms. The preliminary study, performed
using a manual needle manipulator that permits simultaneous ultrasound imaging during an
injection, suggests that our control system detects prominent force peaks during penetration of
latex sheets (0.15mm) embedded within gelatin when using a 30 gauge needle, see Figure 3.5.
Correlation of force with needle injection angle using the manual manipulator show that the
sensors measure the projection of needle force onto the vertical direction. We were looking for
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Figure 3.4: Time-domain effects of varying filter order number and cut-off frequency. In the
left column, lighter purple curves are signals processed with lower filter orders (N = 1–3) than
the signals plotted as darker curves (N = 5–7). In the right column, signals plotted as red
curves were filtered at lower cut-off frequencies (13–53Hz) which transition to higher cut-off
frequencies (73–113Hz) for the blue signals. Green curves in both columns represent signals
processed using the chosen filter parameters (N = 4, fc = 63Hz). Unfiltered signal is seen in
Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.5: Visual comparison of ultrasound image and force sensor data just before the punc-
ture event. The white vertical bar through the force signal denotes the time stamp of the image
frame shown above. The latex sheet is shown to be deforming under the increasing forces
applied by the needle, as seen in the force-time graph. Force data samples were acquired with
12-bit resolution at 20Hz on the PcDuino.
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Figure 3.6: Force measured during puncture events increases with each injection angle. Force
data samples were acquired with 12-bit resolution at 20 Hz on the PcDuino.
any correlation and found a linear fit was enough to say there was some form of dependance.
Angles are measured from the surface of the phantom’s latex membrane, where 0◦ is tangential
to the membrane. Measurable force peaks at angles < 90◦ suggest this system can be used for
non-vertical injections, see Figure 3.6. The manual manipulator is restricted to injection angles
from 20◦ to 60◦ above horizon, indicated by a built-in dial. Samples were acquired only once
per angle, incrementing between 1◦ and 3◦. Values on the y-axis in Figure 3.6 are the changes
from baseline measurements to the force signal peak at the point of penetration, confirmed
visually using ultrasound images. We expected the measured force to increase as the injection
angle approached perpendicular to the membrane surface.
As described in Section 2.3, after the first proof-of-concept study, we changed from the
PcDuino to the Arduino microprocessor board and from a single force sensor to a four-sensor
platform, Figure 3.7. A user-friendly interface, Figure 3.8, was implemented to present real-
time force data during the injection process. The lower portion of Figure 3.8, the ∆Favg signal,
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Figure 3.7: 30 gauge needle going into a tissue mimicking phantom. Frame grab at 0s, 12s, 24s
and 36s. Red and black marks indicate site of previous injections and can be used to observe
changes in surface geometry.
indicates steady low values that rapidly spike at the needle position corresponding to the step
decrease in the force sensor signals, which are shown upper part of the figure. The success rate
for detecting robotic injections was 100% once we found an adequate stopping criterion for
the material we were testing; the stopping criterion is described in more detail in Section 3.4.
Successful robotic injections were confirmed visually, as depicted in Figure 3.7, and audibly
by the popping sound made as the membrane punctured.
3.4 Angle dependence of measured force during robotic
injections in phantoms
To demonstrate the capability of our robot using our peak detection algorithm, we performed
multiple injections for the range of our robot’s functional angles. In Figure 3.9, values on the
y-axis are the maximum detected forces, relative to the baseline reading, occurring at the event
of penetration, confirmed visually and audibly, for a range of injection angles. The robot’s
needle angle is restricted from 20◦ to 85◦ above horizon, as measured with a protractor. A sine
wave was fitted to the force measurements, seen as the blue curve. To calculate the normal
component of the applied force vector, as described in Section 2.3, the force measurements are
multiplied by csc θ, where θ is the injection angle. Cosecant function was fitted to the newly
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Figure 3.8: Sample of graphical user-friendly interface for real-time monitoring of force sensor
activity during robotic injection. Force data samples were acquired with 24-bit resolution at
2kHz on the Arduino.
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Figure 3.9: Data from sensors #2 and #4. Maximum force measured at the puncture event for
each injection angle is indicated by the blue diamonds. Measurements were fitted to a sine
curve. The normal component of the injection force, equal to measured force multiplied by
cosecant of the injection angle, are shown as red diamonds. Calculated injection force values
were fitted to a cosecant curve.
calculated values, red curve in Figure 3.9. As the angle approaches 0◦, the cosecant curve will
tend towards a vertical asymptote, illustrating the unmeasurable amount of force required to
penetrate a membrane at 0◦. The angle-corrected force plateaus at 90◦ because the horizontal
component of force applied is zero; hence, the measured force and the calculated force vector
magnitude should be equal.
Negative force readings are present in our data because horizontal forces act around a cen-
tral pivot point in our sensing platform. The off-centre placement of the phantom caused two
sensors, #1 and #3, to act as the pivot point and, thus, have data that does not follow a sinu-
soidal curve. A detailed explanation of this limitation can be found in Section 4.3. Nonetheless,
our peak detection algorithm had a 100% success rate in detecting the puncture events during
injection into 0.15mm silicone sheets with 30 gauge needles.
To analyse the performance of our algorithm, a receiver operating characteristic, ROC,
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Figure 3.10: Receiver operating characteristic curve for detection of membrane punctures using
our peak detection algorithm computed from data collected during angle dependence of force
study. Area under the curve, AUC, is 0.961.
curve for detection of membrane punctures was calculated by varying the stopping criterion
from 5mN to 200mN. Two ∆Favg values were recorded from each injection: the value at
the moment of penetration, which was always the highest value, and the next highest local
maximum occurring no later than five samples prior to the moment of penetration. Thus,
there were an equal number of samples of ∆Favg in the analysis that corresponded to ac-
tual membrane punctures and to spurious force peaks. As the stopping criterion was varied,
membrane-puncture ∆Favg values that were greater than the stopping criterion were counted
as true-positive decisions and spurious-peak ∆Favg values that were greater than the stopping
criterion were counted as false-positive decisions. The true-positive fraction was plotted as a
function of the false-positive fraction to yield an ROC curve, Figure 3.10. The area under the
curve was 0.961, suggesting our detector accurately discriminates between membrane punc-
tures and spurious force peaks during injections into phantoms.
To gain further insight into the ROC data, Gaussian probability density functions were
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Figure 3.11: Statistical analysis for the performance of the algorithm for detecting membrane
punctures using data collected during injections into phantoms.
fitted to the histograms of the membrane-puncture and spurious-peak ∆Favg values as shown in
Figure 3.11. The stopping criteria actually used during these injections was 50mN (the green
dashed line in Figure 3.11), which is more than two standard deviations higher than the mean
of the spurious ∆Favg peaks (red data in the figure). This stopping criteria is also between
one and two standard deviations below the mean of the membrane-puncture ∆Favg peaks (blue
data in the figure). This observation indicates that with the stopping criterion set at 50mN, the
controller is very unlikely to stop the needle before it reaches a target membrane, but there is
a probability that the controller will fail to detect a membrane puncture during injections into
phantoms.
3.5 Observations for robotic injections into murine tissues
A recently sacrificed C57BL/6 mouse was placed on a box to raise the sensing platform for
easier access and operation of the robot. As seen in Figure 3.12, the box was secured with tape
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Figure 3.12: CL57BL/6 mouse placed on a box for robotic injection into the chest cavity.
to the sensing platform to reduce movement. The needle was injected fourteen times into the
mouse’s chest cavity to demonstrate our system’s capabilities in real tissue. The success rate
in detecting skin puncture events was only 29% due to a low signal-to-noise ratio of the ∆Favg
data, possibly caused by low rigidity of the raised platform.
The skin tissue surrounding the needle was visually inspected upon needle retraction by
an experienced preclinical researcher to determine if an injection was successful. If the sur-
rounding skin had to be pulled off of the needle, the injection was considered successful. The
detection algorithm showed poor results in this demonstration for evaluating successful injec-
tions in real tissue. This can be seen in Figure 3.13, where there is a large overlap between the
standard deviations of the true-positive and false-positive ∆Favg peaks.
We also attempted intranodal injections as a comparison to our lab’s previous study [1].
The inguinal lymph node from the left hind leg of the mouse was excised, placed on a slice of
agar gel and secured to prevent movement, as shown in Figure 3.14. After an injection attempt,
the excised tissue was inspected from the surface opposite the injection site to determine if
the needle penetrated the lymph node capsule on the side opposite to the injection site. If the
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Figure 3.13: Mean and standard deviation of ∆Favg values for false- and true-positive detections
of skin punctures during injections into a mouse chest cavity.
needle was visible on the opposite side, the injection was unsuccessful as the needle overshot
the target lymph node. The ∆Favg signal had no significant spikes for lymph node injections;
therefore, all injections overshot the target. The results indicate that the method is not effective
for detecting needle penetration through tissue layers that are substantially more compliant
than skin, such as the capsule of a lymph node.
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Figure 3.14: Intranodal injection. The left inguinal lymph node was excised, placed on slice of
agar gel and secured to the sensing platform box.
Chapter 4
Discussion and Conclusions
Using a live stream of ultrasound images would provide our robotic injector the ability to
accurately determine the position of its needle with respect to a target injection site. However,
due to hardware and software constraints, the Vevo 2100 ultrasound system cannot stream data
in real time for external analysis. Therefore, when the tissue compresses and/or moves, we need
an alternative feedback method to automate the injection process. We chose the force control
system, described in this thesis, as our method for compensating for tissue deformation.
The developed closed-loop system allows the robot to respond to changes in applied force
and has shown success during phantom trials. The robot will stop injecting when the defined
stopping criteria, a sudden drop in force, is met. This system was specifically designed to be
an add-on component as opposed to redesigning the current robot. The add-on component
enables us to reduce cost and retain syringe compatibility. The system is also adaptable for
monitoring injection forces produced by other injectors. In our proof-of-concept study, Section
3.3, we demonstrated successful usage of the force feedback system with a manual injector
commonly found in preclinical environments and in our angle dependant study, Section 3.4,
we demonstrated successful injections into phantoms using our robotic system.
To add meaning to the values we see from our sensors, the readings were converted from
voltage to force using equations described in Section 2.2.3. To obtain the missing constants,
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we calibrated the system using multiple known weights. The highly correlated, R2 = 0.994,
calibration from Figure 3.1 suggests sensor readings will stay linear with masses under 1kg
within a root-mean-square error of 93mV. This result matches our expectations and the sensor
manufacturer’s specifications, allowing us to report the rest of our results in units of force as
opposed to units of voltage.
4.1 Filter selection
We performed an analysis, Section 3.2, to determine which filter would best suit our needs
and with which parameters, order number and cut-off frequency. A Butterworth low-pass filter
has a longer time delay (Figure 3.2, 5.8ms) between the moment a puncture event occurs in
the raw signal and the moment the same event is seen in the filtered signal when compared to
the elliptic filter (Figure 3.2, 2.3ms) with the same parameters. This response time could be
reduced further by slightly reducing the order number and increasing the cut-off frequency of
the filter. However, doing so would also increase the amount of ripple seen in a filtered signal,
which could increase the number of false positives from our detection algorithm. The time
delay is crucial during applications where the slightest overshoot will cause a failed injection.
All of our signal filtering takes place within the software of our microcontroller. The micro-
controller samples at 2kHz and performs median filtering followed by low-pass IIR filtering.
The fourth-order elliptic low-pass filter attenuates noise in the acquired signal at frequencies
greater than 63Hz. This filter was designed to be used with a continuous and constant injec-
tion speed, which was the robot’s original motor control strategy. We later changed the motor
controller to move the needle with minuscule incremental steps while obtaining multiple force
readings in between steps. Sampling between incremental steps allow us to process the signals
using filters of higher order, which require more computations. Since the fourth-order elliptic
filter still performed well during incremental needle injections, it was not changed from the
design developed for continuous injections.
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4.2 Force feedback implementation
Our preliminary tests using the manually operated injector showed that force signal peaks were
detectable using one force sensor during injections with the manual injector. The puncture
events in these tests were accompanied by an audible pop and visual confirmation from live
ultrasound images. This preliminary physical design was vulnerable to external vibrations on
the test bench which contaminated force signals. The slightly vibrating test bench was caused
by powerful fans used to cool the CT machine that are present in the room. The redesigned
platform consists of a force sensor at each corner to help balance the system. For added weight,
it was constructed from medium density fibreboard material with insulating rubberized feet to
reduce vibration. The improved design cleaned out the noticeable vibration.
The preliminary study also suggested that the system was able to detect the projection of
applied forces at a variety of angles, Figure 3.6. The results have a modest correlation, R2
= 0.63. This value include errors introduced from the external vibration. The injection was
difficult to keep at a constant and continuous speed when using the manual manipulator’s ad-
justment knobs, which may also introduce operator errors into the obtained readings. The low
sampling rate, 20Hz, from the PcDuino would often miss the force spikes during high-speed
continuous injections. This is another reason we switched from the PcDuino to the Arduino
microprocessor and why the algorithm was modified to take multiple samples in between steps.
We demonstrated that it is possible to inject at angles less than 60◦ from horizontal and detect
force spikes, indicating the potential to automate the process using the robot.
Our current system performs injections by incremental steps of the needle, as opposed to a
continuous motion. If the needle overshoots the intended target by a relatively large distance
compared to the size of the target structure, it may damage the surrounding tissue. When a
continuous motion is interrupted, inertia may cause the needle to keep moving as it decelerates
past the point where a membrane puncture was detected and, hence, overshoot the target. The
slightest delay in the detection algorithm will also cause an overshoot in a continuous motion.
To reduce the amount of overshoot, one can use a slow injection speed to reduce its inertia.
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To design a system with continuous motion, we could implement an interrupt function for the
motor controller, while continuously sampling the force sensors. A short delay in the detection
algorithm will not have an effect on incremental stepping because the system is obtaining
multiple readings and comparing them to the stopping criterion in between steps. However, the
stepping motion is subject to overshoot if large steps are used; the overshoot increases as the
individual step size increases.
In our system, the amount of potential overstep is reduced by using a small step distance,
15.5 ± 1.1µm. This equates to an error of ±7.5µm, which is 1.5% of our targeting error [1].
Thus, overshoot is not a problem, but if more accuracy is required in the future we risk in-
creased chances of overshoot. The absolute minimal step distance for our system is 1.9±1.1µm,
which would significantly prolong the injection process if used. These step sizes can be com-
pared to the tip-to-lumen centroid distance of a 30 gauge needle, 666±32µm [1], and the length
of inguinal lymph nodes in mice, ranging from 3.5mm to 6.6mm [48]. As intranodal injections
are not as common as subcutaneous injections, it may seem the step size is overengineered for
general applications. On the contrary, the step size is chosen to prevent unnecessary overshoot
and reduce internal and surrounding tissue damage.
Due to the weight calibration protocol performed prior to each injection, two masses must
be measured to obtain the slope and y-intercept for Equation 2.4. The first mass may be 0g. The
system is calibrated to the value of the first mass and then to the second mass by placing each
in the centre of the platform and selecting the appropriate button in the GUI. The user interface
is capable of reporting a “test” weight after acquiring measurements of the lower and higher
values. The test weight is an added feature and could be the weight of the animal being used.
This eliminates taking the extra step of weighing the animal on a separate scale. Furthermore,
the stage is spatially compatible with commonly used animal platforms such as the mouse bed
provided with VisualSonics’ manual manipulator (P/N 11503).
Punctures produced by needles of 30 gauge and larger were detectable when using 0.15mm
thick latex sheets for the phantom membrane. We used a variety of materials with properties
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similar to that of tissue-mimicking membranes, including density, elasticity, and flexibility. The
materials used ranged from plastic grocery bags, kitchen saran wrap, to 4 different synthetic
and natural latex sheets ranging from 2mm to 0.15mm. All the materials used could withstand
a limited number of punctures before tension was compromised and the material had to be
replaced. The 0.15mm latex sheet was the thinnest material tested to be elastic enough to not
entirely tear during the puncture event, which allowed multiple injection sites nearby. The
sheet would also slightly slide, as opposed to gripping the surface, over the agar beneath it,
which seems to mimic how real skin is free to slide over subcutaneous tissue, to a limited
extent. Once we started performing test injections with the redesigned sensing platform and
the same 0.15mm latex sheets, we found a “sweet spot” for the stopping criterion to be around
∆Favg = 50mN from trial and error. This value was later confirmed to be appropriate based on
it being between the mean values of the spurious ∆Favg peaks and the ∆Favg peaks for verified
membrane punctures in the phantoms, Figure 3.11.
4.3 Angle dependence of force during robotic injections
We expected the measured force to increase as the injection angle approached perpendicular
to the membrane surface; the sinusoidal relationship observed between the injection angle and
the measured force was an encouraging result. From the smallest, ∼ 20◦, to largest, ∼ 85◦,
angles at which our robot was able to be positioned, the maximum measured force fit to a sine
curve very well, R2 Sensor #2 = 0.93 and R
2
Sensor #4 = 0.94. The magnitude of the force vector
calculated using Equation 2.1 followed a cosecant curve, R2 Sensor #2 = 0.97, RMSE Sensor #2 =
28.9mN, R2 Sensor #4 = 0.96 and RMSE Sensor #4 = 97.4mN. As the angle approaches 0
◦, the
cosecant curve will tend towards a vertical asymptote, illustrating the unmeasurable amount of
force required to penetrate a membrane at a tangential angle of approach, 0◦. We find a local
minimum and local maximum in the fitted sine functions of sensor #2 and #4, respectively, at
90◦ because the horizontal component of force applied is zero, hence, the measured force and
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the calculated force vector magnitude should be equal. However, data from sensors #1 and #3
did not seem to follow any trends at all; we believe this is because they acted as the fulcrum of
our platform, which explains the negative force values in Figure 3.9.
The phantom holder needed to be temporarily glued to the sensing platform to prevent
the cup from tipping over or moving when using low injection angles. This produced the
unexpected negative force readings in sensor #4 at low angles and the decreasing force values in
sensor #2 as the angle increased. This observation is explained by the design and construction
of the apparatus. Sensors #1 and #3 acted as a fulcrum when the load was applied on sensors
#2 or #4. Since the phantom holder was glued to the platform, any horizontal forces applied
(such as towards sensor #2 by the hand in Figure 4.1) would torque the platform to rotate
around the fulcrum. Since it is a fixed point to the base platform, the fulcrum did not move
and caused the torque to be undesirably detected on sensor #2 as a vertical force, consequently
lifting the platform up from sensor #4, which will then have a negative reading. However,
the controller algorithm uses absolute difference values for detecting changes in force, which
makes it insensitive to the lever effect demonstrated here.
The control system is capable of detecting a puncture event in phantoms and stopping
the robot from overshooting across all assessed angles. An ROC curve, with an area under the
curve of 0.961, shows that our detection algorithm is proficient at differentiating spurious ∆Favg
peaks from punctures through the 0.15mm latex material. The wide spread of ∆Favg values
for verified punctures in Figure 3.11 suggests a higher chance of false-negative detections, as
opposed to false-positive detections. This type of analysis would be helpful for determining
the most appropriate stopping criteria for different materials and potentially in real tissue.
4.4 Injection into murine tissue
It will be necessary to determine an appropriate stopping criterion to match the mechanical
properties of real tissue targets. This step will be crucial for successful detection of membrane
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Figure 4.1: a) Demonstration of lever effect on the sensing platform. Force sensors #1 and
#3 act as a fulcrum when the phantom is fixed to the sensing platform. The direction of the
horizontal component of applied forces and the offset placement of the phantom will cause
sensor #4 to have negative values. b) Top-down view of sensors without platform attached. c)
Side view of sensing apparatus.
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punctures with a low false-positive rate. The low success rate of detecting a puncture event
achieved in our mouse tissue study may have been caused by flexibility of the improvised
raised mouse platform. The flexible platform would visually bend under pressure and appeared
to cause inconsistencies from one reading to another. In order to more rigorously evaluate the
detection algorithm in real tissue, we would need to purchase an adjustable laboratory hoist
with rigid support structure capable of transferring the most force with the least attenuation
into horizontal directions. The current structural design of the improvised raised platform
made real tissue injections unsuccessful using our current detection algorithm. Knowing this
may not be the only source of error, it will be necessary to retest after replacing the raised
platform and look for further inadequacies.
When closely analysing the mouse chest cavity injections, the mean and standard deviation
of ∆Favg peaks, Figure 3.13, show that detectability of skin punctures is inconsistent when
using the same stopping criterion from the phantom studies. Another reason for a low success
rate is the drastically softer tissue, compared to the phantom material that supports the target
membrane in place. Softer support tissue will cause the membrane to continue to deform with
minimal resistance. The force feedback system entirely depends on the elastic resistance of the
target to determine the puncture event.
We also learned that targeting a delicate soft tissue beneath the skin is subject to spurious
∆Favg peaks from the friction of rubbing the skin on the needle as the needle moves deeper
through the skin. Furthermore, the forces observed when penetrating the skin seemed to be
obscured within a low signal-to-noise ratio and therefore failed to be detected. We expect that
with a more rigid mouse platform we can improve the rate of successful detection enough to
determine a stopping criterion that is usable during chest cavity injections. We will need to sep-
arately determine sufficient stopping criteria for other types of tissue injections, such as cardiac
injections, to have reliable membrane puncture detection for a variety of applications. Given
a more rigid mouse platform and appropriate stopping criteria values for multiple tissue types,
our robot has the potential to automate the injection processes for biopsies or drug deliveries
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performed for preclinical research.
4.5 Future work
4.5.1 Alternative filtering technique
The low-pass filter used in this thesis was specifically designed for signal processing with min-
imal time delay. As the signal acquisition process used by our robot has changed since the
design of the filter and is now less influenced by the computational demand from the micro-
controller, we have room to improve the filter further. This suggests higher order filters and
even bandpass filters. Our filter removes high-frequency signals, but it can also be designed to
remove low frequencies using a band pass filter. The new filtered signal using this approached
would appear as brief sinusoidal signals occurring just after the puncture event and a nearly flat
line everywhere else. Furthermore, hardware filters may be implemented using digital signal
processing chips for even faster and more complex filtering, such as using Texas Instruments
part number OMAP-L138. The new filter may also be designed to look for membrane vibra-
tions through the benefits of complex filtering. The viscoelastic property of a given material
enables a step-drop, under-damped oscillation which would be the target output of designing
this new matched filter.
4.5.2 Injection process
The moment a stop command is issued to the motors, there is a slight delay until they actually
stop moving. The distance the needle tip will travel in this time will cause errors in needle
positioning. It is important for analysing constant speed and incremental step injections to
determine if the error is significant. For accurate measurements of overshoot, an ultrahigh-
speed camera, placed in the appropriate position to view the needle tip, should be used with a
transparent phantom. If it is found that the overshoot is significant, it is suggested to reduce
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Figure 4.2: The sharp tip of the needle was oriented towards the surface during all of our
experiments.
the injection speed and step size.
The sharp needle tip used in all of our injections has a slanted bevel angle. This allows for
a compact contact area to reduce the force required to penetrate a membrane. This bevel tip is
beneficial for easy penetration when injected perpendicular to the membrane surface. However,
it is unclear if the orientation of the slanted edge has an effect on force peak detection. There
may be a range of bevel tip orientations that are better than others. To ensure our data was
not affected by the needle tip orientation, we maintained the same orientation of the bevel tip,
sharp tip facing downward as in Figure 4.2. It would be interesting to see how the force varies
as the orientation of the needle and the injection angle are changed. If there is a significant
variation in the results, an automated feature may be implemented into the robot’s design that
would adjust the stopping criterion dependant on the orientation of the bevel tip with the help
of a camera and indicators attached to the syringe, thus further increasing the rate of successful
puncture event detection.
There is an increasing interest in steerable needles for interventions [35,49]. These needles
enable a user to mechanically change the injection trajectory by a few degrees using specially
designed needle tips. The user is be able to navigate around obstacles and may allow to main-
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tain a large vertical force component during the puncture detection phase. Research findings
for the use of steerable needles with our robot may provide for beneficial features in micro-
injections if small gauge sizes are manufactured.
Injections using small needle diameters have less contact area and thus require less force
to penetrate a membrane. This poses a problem for the detectability of a puncture due to
the SNR of the sensors used. Increasing the force resolution of our system would improve
detectability of puncture events during injections with smaller needles, but would require more
expensive sensors. Sensors that may offer these requirements are expensive piezoelectric-based
systems. Taking a step further, a custom built sensor that attaches to the syringe directly may
be investigated. This will reduce the external noise introduced by the large sensor platform.
This would also eliminate the teeter-totter effect that was observed and described during the
angle dependence study.
4.5.3 Phantom multi-layer
The phantoms used by Elayaperumal et al. [4, 5] had multiple layers of membrane separated
with layers of agar and flexible polyvinyl chloride. The data presented from injections into this
phantom suggest the force peaks were significant enough to be detected [4]. We could use their
phantom design as the next step for our study.
The phantoms used in this thesis provided similar density, elasticity, flexibility and texture
properties of the external skin of real tissue. However, they did not provide the properties of
multiple membranes in the organization present in real tissue, which is also important as they
can move relative to each other during the injection process. A possible direction for the next
phantom design may be one that better mimics the displacement and deformation of real tissue.
4.5.4 In vivo injections into mice
Our mouse study was performed with a euthanized subject, but procedures performed in the
future would transition towards anesthetized subjects for functional studies in applications like
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drug delivery. The study presented here was a proof-of-concept example. We would like
to compare different properties of soft tissue, such as Young’s modulus, and their impact on
stopping criteria to use with our robot.
When the system is ready for in vivo tissue injections, we will study the extent to which
robotic injections, compared to manual injections, minimize the effect of tissue damage by
the needle on the physiological function of the injection target. For the example of injections
into lymph nodes, one such effect is on drainage in between consecutive lymph nodes in mice.
A tissue marking dye would be injected intranodally. Mice will be euthanized after injection
and the lymph node will be excised for histology. Histology staining will help visually identify
targeting success between injections. If we inject into a three-node drainage system where node
A drains to B and then to C, we can study the damage caused by a needle. A control group, node
A, will be injected with a dye then nodes A, B and C are analysed via histology to quantify the
volume of dye in each node as it drains from one to another. In the test group, node B will be
punctured with a needle first, followed by an injection into node A. All three lymph nodes will
be excised and analysed with histology. There should be a decrease in the amount of dye found
in node C of the test group compared to the control group. This will provide an assessment
of the damage caused by intranodal injections to the functionality of a lymph node. We could
also analyse node B across both test and control groups to evaluate the compartmentalization of
dye within nodes. The node that is damaged may show decreased dye retention, which would
be an indication of the extent of damage. Repeating the experiment using robotic and manual
injections would be expected to provide a head-to-head demonstration of the benefits of using
the robotic system to perform challenging injection procedures in preclinical models.
4.6 Conclusions
Research presented in this thesis is primarily significant to preclinical micro-injection proce-
dures. The robotic device should make small-animal interventions more efficient and repeat-
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able. The described methods will reduce the potential damage to surrounding tissues dur-
ing micro-injection procedures and increase the robot’s overall effectiveness. We developed a
closed-loop force feedback system to successfully detect membrane punctures during phantom
injections. The system was low cost, retained syringe compatibility and minimized overshoot
using incremental steps to move the needle tip. This system is adaptable for multiple applica-
tions where force monitoring is required. We designed a low-pass filter that removes noise with
a low computational demand, thereby minimizing signal time delays. An analysis performed
by changing the angle of injection to determine that the range of detectable forces suggests that
the sensors accurately measure the projection of the needle force onto the vertical direction. In-
jections into mouse tissue yielded low success rates, suggesting different experimental designs
are necessary. However, by implementing the suggested changes in the structural design of the
lifted mouse platform, the robot may be easily translated to preclinical work for small-animal
biopsy, large organ drug delivery or other similar applications. The development of this system
is expected to provide safer and less traumatic procedures for animal models, thus accelerating
preclinical research.
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